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Introduction

The aim of the poster is to introduce an in-development tool for intra-language and syntaxbased text alignment.
Intra-language alignment is the alignment of texts in the same language. The topic was
first raised within the Hear Homer project at DEVLAB (Haentjens Dekker et al. 2014).
Recently, intra-language alignment methods have been applied in the field of Textual Criticism, with the aim to detect textual variants across various witnesses, in order to support the
philological process of collation (Makedon 1998) and the reconstruction of textual transmission (West 1973). Current applications of alignment for semi-automated collation are
particularly focused on the detection of multi-variants on “alive” texts, i.e. where the authorial process is documented by multiple manuscript versions. However, ancient texts
provide insights into a different situation, where authorial intervention can only be reconstructed from circumstantial evidence: in this case, the relations amongst various witnesses
are not always clear, and instances of intertextual relations and reuse are decisive as well.
The tool is available as a web service at the address http://www.i-alignment.com.
The actionable Python code is also provided in the GitHub repository (https://github.
com/OpenGreekAndLatin/ILA_python).
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Methodology

The main aim of the tool is to facilitate various degrees of textual comparison: in critical
editorial practice, it allows the detection of manuscript variants across several witnesses, including non-literal variants in instances of textual re-use; it also provides comparison across
multiple editions.
The alignment is performed through a modified version of the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm (Needleman and Wunsch 1970), also used in Bioinformatics to perform optimal
alignment of DNA sequences. The algorithm is optimized by reducing the search space:
given two sentences S1 and S2 with length n and m respectively, the algorithm in its basic
form compares each word of S1 with each word of S2, producing a search space = n * m. As
we do not need to compare each word of S1 with each word of S2, our algorithm compares
a word W in S1 with words [W-5, W+5] in S2. Therefore, the search space is reduced from
n * m to 10 * m (Fig. 1). Various language-dependent refinement options are additionally
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chosen by the user: diacritics and punctuation can be detected as single tokens or ignored,
and Levensthein distance metric can be applied to adjust the tolerance threshold, in order
to restrict or amplify the tolerance in the detection of variants.

Figure 1: Reduction of the search space in the optimized Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. The white
cells represent the search space of the algorithm in its normal form, the yellow cells the optimized
search space.
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Workflow

The alignment can be performed either by uploading the text in tabular CSV format, or by
pasting chosen junks in plain format. Further development will also allow direct upload of
texts in XML and JSON format.
The uploaded file is parsed into a list of parallel sentences, which are then passed to
tokenization and converted to a vector of single tokens: we used a simple tokenizer, which
takes white spaces and punctuation marks as delimiters to split the sentence in a vector of
single words. Once the parallel sentences are tokenized, they are processed by the alignment
algorithm and further elaborated by the user according to the various refinement options.
At present, the texts are supposed to be initially structured at paragraph or sentence level.
Future implementations will also allow a preprocessing stage for initially not aligned texts,
by means of algorithms on length-based methods (Thompson 1994).
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Figure 2: Alignment of manuscripts of Plato’s Crito.
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Figure 3: An extract from alignment performed on Excerpt b: the first sentence comes from the
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Future work
Current results encourage both applications on scholarly editorial practice and on larger
efforts for the detection of a high amount of variants. A further stage is going to establish a
workflow for automatic alignment of OCR outputs for postcorrection. Current limits in the
alignment output, due to the use of a syntaxbased algorithm, will also be addressed
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Future work

Current results encourage both applications on scholarly editorial practice and on larger
efforts for the detection of a high amount of variants. A further stage is going to establish
a workflow for automatic alignment of OCR outputs for postcorrection. Current limits
in the alignment output, due to the use of a syntax-based algorithm, will also be addressed
combining syntactic and semantic matching by means of lexical information (e.g. lemma,
synonyms and PoS tagging).
Various options for the graphic display of the alignment are currently evaluated, including visualization of the syntax with different coloring options according to the user’s
refinement criteria, highlight of individual variants by means of graphs, and adaptations of
customisable existing graphs for comparison based on one reference text (Jänicke 2014).
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